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Geometric shapes, extravagant movement, iconic shapes and energetic patterns allow you to
make a statement in any space. The tiles aren't just an extension of your design - they ARE the
design. Geometric shapes include squares, rectangles, triangles, polygons, hexagons, diamonds,
pyramids and more. With such a variety of shapes available, the possibilities are endless!

SELF-EXPRESSION THROUGH SHAPES OF CERAMIC TILES

Using charming and innovatively designed tiles can create ambience and
add artistic ﬂair to any space. Glamorous yet simple patterns have
universal use. Cover the walls to make a BOLD statement or create a small
feature section with tiles as a piece of art.

STATION

HALF HEXAGON RECTIFIED

These half-hexagonal designed tiles can be used to create various designs on your wall. Imprint
your imagination on your walls with brilliance. Explore your inner artistic potential with
these phenomenally crafted tiles. Made to fascinate, these arbitrary tiles will
become your dearest muse.

N E W N O T A B L E S

MAIOLICA
BY ROCA

A vintage soul to praise ceramics, lace and
wallpaper. Gradient colors and water
reliefs join in polished enamels with a
handmade appearance uniting creativity
and tradition. Maiolica is a versatile
collection that combines style, subtleness
and charm thanks to its great combination
possibilities.

MATRIX
MIR Mosaic produces high-quality glass, natural stone, shell and metal mosaics along with an assortment of ﬁeld
tile. These tiles all reﬂect the latest and most innovative trends in the mosaic tile industry and also offer a unique
appearance unachievable with conventional tiles. Re-invent your space by mixing and matching all of the
different patterns, colors or designs... let your imagination run wild!

LEDGESTONE
BY LANDMARK

Natural and distinctive texture, perfect for outdoor spaces and rustic indoor environments, inspired by rugged, authentic
stones of the American tradition. Quarry ledgestone is characterized by almost preserving the actual size and shades
of stones as they occur in nature. Multiple and creatively variegated patterns assure a ﬁnal natural effect, perfect
for every decorative wall: both indoor and outdoor, for commercial as well as residential applications.

DIMENSIONS
BY ROCA

Dimensions collection is the perfect
addition to any room. Create a fun and
inspiring environment with the unique
hexagonal and square shapes offered in
bright white and matte white. These
original tiles bring about a sort of depth
and character into any kind of space.

F E A T U R E D

S L A B
BLACK FOREST

Witness the incredibly popular charm of Black Forest Granite from India. Welcome the dramatic
ambience created by it's deep black shine, ﬂecks and veining in white and grey. Black Forest is a
durable and visually striking addition to any kitchen or bathroom remodel.

S P E C I A L I T Y P R O D U C T S

FLOW
BY ROCA

Inspired by the movement of water, our Flow collection transforms any room with its fresh color palette
and unique texture, creating space that stimulates the senses. Far from the traditional hand-made tiles,
this collection creates the ideal oasis for anyone that loves feeling youthful and enjoys modern
adaptations of classics.

Flow & Color Collection

C U B I S T®
By JEFFREY COURT

Inspired by the Avant- Garde
movement of Cubism, Chapter
7's leading themes originate from
strong geometric shapes & highcontrast design like work
f rom Cubist's Georges Braque &
Pablo Picasso. Chapter 7 mosaics
& wall tiles were mindfully
designed to highlight the splintered
geometric shapes, multiple angles,
a n d p e rce p t i o n o f d e p t h t h a t
one would ﬁnd in artworks from
the Cubism movement.

Hexagons & Elongated Hexes
A current trend is to build your own geometric designs and shapes with tile. Every concept you explore
is a statement and your very own work of art. These hexagonal-shaped artefacts allow you to create
extravagant designs for a modern twist. This method of using geometric tile ensures
authenticity, personalized taste and vision with clarity.
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